SUSAN CIANCILO DIY WORKSHOP:
Let’s make an unconventional quilt from recycled materials!

1. Find fabric scraps or discarded clothes in your home
2. Put the fabrics together and pin them into place to make your base quilt
3. Cut up construction paper or any recycled papers into interesting shapes
4. Pin the shapes onto the fabric to create a pattern
5. With a needle and thread, sew the interesting shapes into the quilt. You can glue them on too
6. Sketch nature that is most accessible for you - a tree, a flower or the sky!
7. Paint these images directly onto your quilt with ink, paint or markers
8. Add or edit as you go, you can be experimental!

MATERIALS:
• recycled fabrics
• scissors
• construction paper or recycled paper
• glue
• ink, paint or markers
• pins
• needle and thread

FOLLOW UP:
What kind of recycled materials did you find in your home to use for your quilt?
What kind of nature did you find for you to sketch?
How will you use your quilt? Will it be hung like a painting or used as part of your bedding?

Wide Rainbow is a 501c3 contemporary art after school program.
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www.widerainbow.org